Abstract. In this work we tackle the task of detecting biological motifs, i.e. subsequences with an associated function. This task is important in bioinformatics because it is related to the prediction of the behaviour of the whole protein. Artificial neural networks are used to, somewhat, translate the sequence of amino acids of the protein into a code that shows the subsequences where the presence of the studied motif is expected. The experimentation performed prove the good performance of our approach.
Introduction
The quantity of biological data is increasing each day. Processing of this data implies sometimes to detect certain subsequences (domains or motifs) with some functional features.
Coiled coil motif is involved in protein interaction. It is known the role of this motif in some biological processes such as protein transport and membrane fusions and the infection of cells by parasites [12] [2] .
Briefly, the coiled coil is an ubiquitous protein folding and assembly motif made of α-helices wrapping around each other forming a super-coil. Coiled coil motifs are usually made of seven-residue repeats (abcdef g) n , called heptads, in which hydrophobic core occurs mostly at positions a and d. The interaction between two α-helices in a coiled coil involves these hydrophobic residues. Its simplicity and regularity results in a highly versatile protein interaction mechanism (see Figure 1) . Furthermore, this is the most extensively studied protein motif.
Several programs for predicting coiled coil domains have been described. The most relevant to large-scale annotations are coils [7] (probably the most widely used), paircoil [1] and multicoil [13] . All these programs are based on the probability of appearance of every amino acid in each position of the characteristic heptad. This information is extracted from known coiled coil motifs and stored in a matrix. This approach is known as a PSSM approach (Position Specific Scoring Matrix). Multicoil is the most specialized one, and aims to detect double or triple coiled coil domains. Lupas et al. [7] take into account that even very short proteins have stable coiled coils containing four or five heptads. The general scheme performs the analysis of the protein sequence using a sliding window of 21-35 amino acids. In that way, a score for each amino acid in the sequence of the protein is obtained using the probabilities stored in the PSSM. Berger's approach is the same but it considers correlation between amino acids where Lupas' consider probabilities of appearance. Berger et al. claim that the approach is useful to discard false positives detected by the Lupas' approach.
Hidden Markov Models and grammatical inference approaches has also been used in order to detect the presence of this motif [3, 6, 5] . Nevertheless, the problem of locating general coiled coil motifs is far of being solved. Several authors have noted several important coiled-proteins that are not detected when the previous approaches are used (among others, fusion-membrane proteins of the human and simian immunodeficiency virus or Ebola virus [10] ). Thus, several other works propose solutions for more specific instances of the problem [11] [10] .
In our work, we use artificial neural networks to detect the subsequences which probably correspond to coiled coil. The experimentation carried out show that the performance of our approach is suitable for the task. This work is structured as follows: on section 2 we explain our neural net based approach and the process to select the parameters and topology of the net. Section 3 presents the experimentation that proves the validity of our approach. The conclusions of the work and some lines of future work end this paper.
Neural-Based Pattern Recognition
In our work we use Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs). These neural nets are widely applied in pattern recognition tasks. For this purpose, the number of cells in the output layer is determined by the number of classes (C) involved in the task. In the same way, the input layer must hold the input patterns, and therefore the size of this layer depends on the data representation. Classification is based on the creation of boundaries between classes. These boundaries can be approximated by hyperplanes. Each unit in the hidden layer(s) of MLPs forms a hyperplane in the pattern space. If a sigmoid activation function [9] is used, MLPs can form smooth decision boundaries which are suitable to perform classification tasks. The activation level of an output unit can be interpreted as an approximation of the a posteriori probability that the input pattern belongs to the corresponding class. Therefore, an input pattern can be classified in the class i with maximum a posteriori probability:
where g i (x, ω) is the i-th output of the MLP given the input pattern, x, and the set of parameters of the MLP, ω.
Input Data
In order to test our approach we used the SwissProt Database (release 40, April 2003). Each entry in the database contains the protein sequence and annotations for its known motifs (domains). Some of these motifs are annotated as potential, which means that have not yet been confirmed. We extracted from the database those entries corresponding non-potential coiled coil proteins, resulting in a set of 350 sequences (containing 720 coiled coil motifs).
Proteins are composed by a sequence of amino acids. When the amino acids are codified with one symbol, then protein sequences can be considered strings over an alphabet of 23 symbols: 20 amino acids, the glutamic and aspartic acids, plus a wildcard symbol. The wildcard symbol appear in the sequences whenever the true amino acid is not yet confirmed.
In order to standardize the input (the length of the proteins is not constant), the database was used to extract the set of segments of a given length (k). This parameter will closely determine the size of the input layer of the MLP. For each of these segments three output classes (three neurons in the output layer) were established in the following way:
-Class −1 whenever the segment does not overlap with a coiled coil motif -Class 1 whenever the segment overlap but is not wholly contained in a coiled coil motif -Class 2 whenever the segment is wholly contained in a coiled coil motif.
Three different numerical representations of the input data were tested. The first one considered the ordinal of each symbol, resulting in an input layer of k nodes. The second codification considered the symbols as a vector of 23 bits, obtaining an input layer of 23k nodes. The third codification is divided into two steps: first we used the Dayhoff codification (see Figure 1) to reduce the size of the input alphabet. Then we used the vector-based representation of the second representation. This option reduced the size of the input layer to 8k. 
Neural Network Topologies
The training of the MLPs was carried out with the software package SNNS Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator [14] . In order to properly use MLPs as classifiers we need to take some considerations. The more suitable input codification, the size of the input layer and the learning algorithm were studied in this order.
To select the more suitable parameters, we randomly extracted 287 out of 350 sequences in the database to train different MLPs. The remaining 63 sequences were used to validate the resulting neural nets. The best results were obtained using the 23k codification, length of the segments k = 28 and backpropagation learning algorithm with learning rate of 0.1. Increasing number of nodes in the hidden layer of the MLPs (20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 200, 300 and 500 nodes), as well as MLPs with two hidden layers of 40 and 20 nodes respectively were also considered. Best results were obtained with one single hidden layer of 500 nodes.
Experimentation
For each test segment, it was expected that the MLP outputs 2 whenever the segment belonged with high probability to a coiled coil motif, −1 if the segment did not belong to a coiled coil motif and 1 otherwise. When a protein was analyzed, the different segments were processed sequentially. The output shows the appearance probability of a coiled coil motif (see Figure 2) . In order to obtain statistically significant results, five balanced random partitions of the data were done (80% to train and 20% to test). Therefore, our final experiment entailed five runs obtaining a global 12.25% classification error rate. Confusion matrix is shown in Table 2 .
Postprocessing
It is important to note that the result of any motif forecasting method ought to be confirmed in the laboratory. Thus, on the one hand it is important to reduce the rate of false positive detection. On the other hand, it is more important to roughly detect the more motifs the best rather than to accurately detect only some of them. Before to analyze our approach in this way, we post-processed the output of our method. To do this, two procedures were tested. The first one take into account that certain number of heptad repeats are needed to give stability to a coiled coil motif. Thus, the postprocessing did not considered those changes of length lower or equal to one heptad. Besides, this postprocess of the output reduced the noise level, because most of them was produced by very short predictions. Figure 3 shows the postprocessing of the output shown in Figure 2 .
The second post-processing procedure is based on a smoothing of the output signal. To do this a one-heptad-length sliding window was considered to average the value of each output value. Figure 4 shows the postprocessing of the output shown in Figure 2 .
In order to analyze the motif detection error, three categories were established:
-Error: Annotated coiled coil motif that has not been detected. The error detection rate is defined as the number of errors among the total number of coiled coil motifs in the database. -False positive: prediction that overlap with no coiled coil annotation. Therefore, false positive detection rate is considered as the number of false predictions among the total number of coiled coil annotations in the database. -Correct detection: Annotated coiled coil motifs that overlap with some coiled coil predictions.
Finally, we considered as a coiled coil prediction those regions with output over a value of 1.5, that is, the average between the probable and high probable coiled coil output. The results obtained are shown in Table 3 . In order to compare our results with the most known prediction algorithms [7] [1], we run available versions of the algorithms ( [8] [4] respectively) using the default parameter values. The results are also shown in Table 3 .
The results obtained differ from each other considering the postprocessing procedure. On the one hand the first postprocessing procedure produces very low rate of false positive detection. This reduction does not produce significant increase of the error rate (it is quite similar to the Lupas' and Berger's methods error rate). The second postprocessing procedure obtains better error rate than any other approach (the false positive rate is also similar to the Lupas' and Berger's methods rate).
Conclusions
We propose a neural net based method to detect coiled coil motifs from biosequences. This motif is related to protein interaction. Motif location is important in bioinformatics because it is related to the prediction of the behaviour of the whole protein.
MLPs are used to, somewhat, translate the sequence of amino acids of the protein into a code that shows the subsequences where the presence of the studied domain is expected. The output of the neural net is then postprocessed to obtain a motif location forecast. Two postprocessing procedures were tested. The behaviour of these procedure were different one each other.
In any case the results are improved respect previous prediction methods. This is proved by the experimentation carried out. We can select the postprocessing to obtain very low rate of false positive detection or low rate of error detection. The reduction of false positive rate is highly biologically demanded because it reduces the experimental effort. Comparison with two well-known coiled coil prediction algorithms [7] [1] is shown.
It is very important to note that the database contains annotations only for those proteins that contain a coiled coil region. Furthermore, it is not assured that the coiled coil motifs are accurately annotated. Furthermore, there not exist any negative annotation, that is, information concerning non-coiled coil subsequences. This have to be considered as an important drawback. Of course, the availability of non-coiled protein sequences should improve our results. This sequences could be obtained by considering protein structural information.
Coiled coil is a well characterized motif. Its structure is the key stone of the most used prediction algorithms. MLPs could also be used to predict the location of other motifs whose structure is poorly known.
